Exploring Architectural Form in Perspective:
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Introduction
What would be more interesting for our presentation’s purpose?
To analyze how math has been used in the past or to attempt new
applications for the present? This is the question being put forward
here. I believe that form in architecture can be explored directly in
three dimensions if one can manage an accurate and versatile
perspective method.
2D drawings and 3D models have been used either to represent
or build architecture since ancient times. These are usually made at
any scale, whereas perspective cannot be scaled, it allows the truthful
rendering of a form in proportions. Perspective mainly allows the
designer to visualize a building within an imaginary space.
Architects frequently use perspective when the design process
is almost at an end, to get an idea of how a building would be seen
in reality. However the customary use of 2D projections during the
design process compels designers to visualize forms fragmentarily.
In contrast, the architectural example we are about to present here
was not based on 2D projections or a preconceived form; it was
rather the result of exploring form directly in perspective, of using
mathematics to visualize form beyond 2D. The Città Ideale
perspectives, attributed to Piero della Francesca, are one of the
finest examples we have of architectural forms created in
perspective.
Form as structure
Conventionally architects use drawings to communicate ideas
in the same manner that writers use words to tell stories. Both
languages, forms and words, encompass underlying structures, as
La Grande Arche in Paris or the thriller Deception Point [Brown
2001]. The main issue in this thriller, a ‘discovery’ made by NASA
and its implication during a presidential campaign in USA, becomes
a nested sequence of events directing the plot line through an
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invisible narrative structure while the reader imagines all the places
and characters until the story comes to an end.
Likewise, I used a geometric network as a visual environment
for the design of the stained glass windows for a church [GarcíaSalgado 2005, 457]. Thus, the process of formal synthesis was
developed in a visually organized environment in which the
thematic form for each window were tried out until the desired
results were achieved. Even though the windows are separated one
from one another, the geometric network is perceived virtually as
a continuous invisible structure that gives them unity. Thus, the
support structure should be broadly understood as an organized
system, since ultimately such a structure, visible or invisible, can
organize stories, spaces, themes and anything else.
The perspective sketch by von Spreckelsen [Monnier 1988,
19] submitted for the international competition for La Grande Arche
is a fine example of this concept. The sketch is a simple drawing,
made up of squares combined with freehand lines, and needs nothing
else to enhance its formal value. No other sketch whatsoever could
have been so convincing of the building’s formal novelty: an
organized spatial system within a hypercube, showing eight cells,
five of which make up the building’s mass while the central voidcells relate to the city, addressing the visual axis of the Champsélysées from the distance and allowing it to pass through until it
vanishes. Just one simple sketch was capable of convincing the
competition’s jury in favor of its originality.
Naturally, von Spreckelsen’s sketches in plan and elevation were
indispensable for analyzing the building requirements and fulfill
the program. It seems however, that two towers linked by an
extended roof was his initial idea, as one of these sketches suggests.
He was probably inspired to give the arch its square form when he
drew it in perspective. Certainly, perspective can improve the
designer’s visual thinking.
Sketch as visual thinking approach
Why are perspective drawings so much more persuasive than
other projections? We already know that perspective can anticipate
how a building may look in reality, but why other projections cannot
do that is the issue here. Plans, elevations and sections are mainly
used to rationalize the building design until both spatial needs and
constructive system are satisfied, but these projections can describe
a building only fragmentarily, whereas perspective is par excellence
the language of representing architectural ideas as a whole.
I believe that sketching in perspective, either freehand or with
an accurate outlining method, not only serves to win international
competitions, it also enriches the designer’s visual thinking.
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Computers cannot do that because they are made to process,
transform, simulate and store. The dreams of artificially emulating
human intelligence are still just dreams, since creativity as an
individual human manifestation involves the so-called flexible
thinking [Caldwell 2005], which is beyond computers.
Before shooting the freeway chase sequence in the film The
Matrix Reloaded, the scene was visualized as a storyboard by the
artist Steve Scroce. A variety of images from quite different vantage
points anticipated the dynamic sequence of events. Nothing more
than sketches and imagination were needed to start creating. Later,
a vast team of actors, expert drivers, mechanics, stuntmen,
cameramen, control-remote cameras, contractors, and extras, were
involved in playing out each event until the storyboard was
converted into a spectacular crash course.
Genuine and preconceived forms
In a 2002 conference at Milan, I said, “… the customary design
process is born in 2D sketches, matures either way, and gets old in
3D. So, our perspective’s gospel suggests for it to be born in 3D at
once” [García-Salgado 2002]. With this idea I presented a building
embodied within a cross-form, structurally solved. It was an insight
of a preconceived form without more options to explore (fig. 1).
However, a question arose after my presentation: how can a form

figure 1
The Cubic Church at the
crossing roads
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be freely explored before it has to compromise with either a
preconceived form or a structural system?
Frank Gehry modeled the Guggenheim Museum (Bilbao) by
hand, first shaping its forms manually and only then defining its
load-bearing structure by means of a computer program [Di Cristina
2005]. Historically, forms in architecture obey constructive
principles – derived from the properties and applications of the
materials – whether or not they were preconceived or modeled.
The so-called constructive truth, rational or intuitional, has
traditionally been the cornerstone in architectural design. This time,
without expecting a lucky insight, I started outlining a hypercube
in perspective with the aim of exploring it geometrically until an
architectonic form was created. I knew where to begin but not where
I would end.
Exploring a hypercube in perspective

Fig. 2: Outlining the
process of Modular
Perspective: from the
ground to the hypercube
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As we know, a hypercube can be geometrically represented in
many ways as long it has 8 cubic cells, 24 square faces, 32 edges
and 16 vertices. François Lo Jacomo gives a comprehensive
description of the construction of a hypercube by using two hyperplanes, each one containing a square and a cube [Lo Jacomo 2002,
31-33]. Thus aligning one hyper-plane underneath the other
vertically, the fourth dimension (4D) is obtained for each one of
the figures. As a result, the square becomes a cube and the cube
becomes a hypercube. In general, a line is a plane, a plane is a cube
and a cube is a hypercube in 4D space.
I will explain now how a hypercube can be rendered in Modular
Perspective – a full description of my method can be consulted in
one of my books and an article published in Leonardo [GarcíaSalgado 1982 and 1988]. Here I will use two practical rules of my
method without going deeper into its theory. The first rule is applied
to foreshorten a cube in perspective, and the second one to deduce
its vertical modulation.
According to Euclid’s theorem III-31 (attributed to Thales of
Miletus about 300 years earlier): An angle inscribed in a semicircle
is a right angle. In my own words: in a 2D plane, two lines intersecting
at a point on the circumference of a circle form a right angle if and
only if both lines cross its diameter endpoints at the same time. This
is quite a long statement but fits better with the first rule, since such
lines are constructed differently within the perspective plane (PP).
Let us commence step by step through figure 2.
–
First draw the PP as a square and locate the vanishing
point (vp) at its center. Thus, coordinates X, Y, P, of a point within
the observer’s visual field can be rendered directly on this plane
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figure 2
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steps from 2a) to 2g)
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(I changed the customary ‘Z’ for ‘P’ because it stands for the first
letter of the Spanish profundidad, meaning depth).
–
Run the visual horizon (vh) at the height of the vp and
then carry out the base-diagonals of the PP to the vp.
–
Locate the distance vanishing point (dvp) at the right side
of the vh, in this case at 8.7 m from the vp, therefore the vp — dvp
is the interval from the observer’s distance to the PP. Next, run a
line from the dvp to the left corner of the PP’ base and where it
crosses with the central vertical line, P = 5 m is obtained. In the
same manner, where this line crosses with the right diagonal, P =
10 m is obtained. Then you have on plane Y = -5 m a 10 x 10 m
square floor (fig. 2a).
–
Now using plane Y = -5 m, we have Line L1 defined by
points (X = 0 m, P = 1.5 m) and (X = 5 m, P = 5 m), and line L2 is
defined by points (X = -1.5 m, P = 0 m) and (X = -5 m, P = 5 m).
Notice that the second coordinates of both lines correspond to the
circle’s diameter = |10 m|, whereas in this case lines L1 and L2
depicts an approximately 35° angle on the PP.
–
Thus, where L1 and L2 intersect the circle at point A, an
accurate 90° angle is found since both lines cross the circle’s diameter
endpoints. Even more interesting is to bisect this angle in perspective
by carrying out a line from point A to point (X = 0, P = 10).
–
By prolonging this line until it crosses the vh, a new
vanishing point is found. This new point is called the diagonal
vanishing point (dvp) and will be very useful for the hypercube
construction. In general, this short cut allows us to intersect points
on a circle in any radial direction we want (fig. 2b).
–
Now, to divide the cube’s surfaces into 5 equal modules
we first proceed by dividing it horizontally and then vertically.
Draw a horizontal line (hl) through point A and then divide it into
5 equal parts. By carrying out lines from each mark to the
asymmetric vanishing point 1 (avp1), the cube’s base diminishing
is obtained where they cross the vanishing line A-avp2 (fig. 2c).
Notice that a cube always has three avp [García-Salgado 2003,
36]. Then to find out the true length of the cube’s right base along
the same hl, we must apply the formula b = c x cos a. Here b
represents both the true length of the cube’s side and its height in
perspective. Once its height has been deduced it can be placed
along the vertical line A as you please (fig. 2d).
If the hl = 6 cm wide, then it would diminish as
b = 6 x cos 35° = 4.91 cm. With practice this procedure becomes
much easier than it looks; you just go directly in perspective with
the squares and imagination. For instance, it took me just over
twenty minutes to fully draw figure 2e. An additional advantage
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you may have following this procedure is the freedom to draw at
any scale you want since all dimensions are modular.
The odd modulation of figure 2f made evident an obvious
problem between the 5’s and the 3’s when attempting to connect
the hypercube’s outer shape and the inner-cube by diagonal lines.
So one module was added in the subsequent sketch obtaining a 6 m
– 4 m hypercube. So doing, the outer shape can be related evenly
with the inner cube at its center and extreme points (fig. 2g). Here,
instead of using the hypercube’s external shells as the building mass
—not unlike La Grande Arche— I used them to conform to an
exoskeleton structure supporting the inner cube across its six faces.
Since we now have useable spaces and a preliminary structure,
even though the exploration process has not yet been concluded,
we need to somehow hypothesize as to the program. Like the
children’s toy “Meccano”, the exoskeleton structure could be
assembled and disassembled to move from one place to another, a
facility that suggests the idea of a movable pavilion devoted, for
instance, to a traveling Art and Math exhibition. Usually exhibits
of this sort that travel from one museum to another must adapt to
the available spaces. In this case the pavilion’s transportability
eliminates this problem.
Fractalizing the hypercube-building
A fractal is a self-similar object, a concept that is not new in
architecture. Some Gothic buildings show recursive patterns with
up to three iterations in windows, such as in Metz Cathedral, for
example [Scott 1999, 27]. Surely the reader will recall other,
different examples since there are many. My curiosity to explore
fractal geometry in perspective was basically a challenge because
I had never done it before.
According to [Livio 2002, 218], “For a (three-dimensional)
cube, a division into cubes of half the edge-length (f = 1/2) produces
8 = 23 cubes, and one-third the length (f = 1/3) produces 27 = 33
cubes.” Coincidentally our design combines both divisions since
the exoskeleton’s outer shape is divided in thirds while the inner
cube’s shape is in halves. Notice that one half of the inner cube is
equivalent to one third of the exoskeleton’s outer shape.
The exoskeleton structure is conformed by six pyramidal stumps
with all its vertices lying on the inner-cube surfaces. The resulting
configuration is a system of bars connecting all the vertices of the
eight sub-cubes diagonally. Afterwards the exoskeleton structure was
fractalized, about one-third and a half and no further iterations were
performed (fig. 3). Notice how one of the eight sub-cubes of the
inner cube is missing, since it was absorbed through the first iteration.
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figure 3
Fig. 3. Fractalizing the
hypercube
Fig. 4. The inner-cube and
its fractal
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figure 4

Once a computer program starts running it does not stop and
think, as I did after the first iteration. So my hypercube could end
resembling the Menger-Sierpinsky sponge if a computer program
were to produce it, making it impossible to manage utilitarian
spaces. Mathematics can help architectural design but can never
rule its decisions. In Villa Rotonda, for instance, Palladio created
new aesthetic rules for the proportions of the columns of the
porticoes. “The designer creates the rules whereas math provides
the tools,” occurs to me here as an appropriate aphorism.
Up to now we have been working in modules without caring
about the building’s dimensions. Before converting modules (m)
to dimensions (m) we must establish a module unit as a reference.
Let this unit be 1/27 of the hypercube’s volume, since any of its
diagonal planes contains all the structural bars in their true
dimension. As this plane measures 1m x e2m and its diagonals
e3m, the exoskeleton bars node-to-node would measure e3 ÷ 2.
In general, all possible lines joining the unit vertices are e2 and
e3, which is the beauty of a cube whose side = 1m.
Consequently, if the module unit m were equivalent to 20m
then the outer shape of the hypercube would measure 60m and its
bars 17.32m. In a similar manner the fractal hypercube dimensions
were deduced, giving it now an equivalence of 10m. Therefore its
bars are 8.66m. Observe in figures 3, 5 and 6 how the visual
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complexity of the exoskeleton structure increases after the first
iteration.
Composition
Formal complexity in composition has, among other properties,
three important aspects: the number of elements employed both
structurally and architectonically; the way they are organized; and
their dimensions. It is appropriate here to mention the Vitruvian
triad of firmitas, utilitas, venustas to recall the timeless principles
of composition, faithfully illustrated by Palladio in Villa Rotonda,
for example. When one observes the porticoes of the Rotonda, the
proportions appear well-balanced and dynamic due the subtle
increase in distance between its middle columns. The magic
formula for venustas was only the increase of the spacing by one
column’s half-diameter, enough to give it a unique appearance.
Palladio’s architecture has been widely imitated around the world
but the imitations often fail to include such important refinements.
Recalling these principles raises a question regarding the
composition of the hypercube: what options do we have for
resolving both the inner cube and its fractal in relationship to the
whole? What would be the formula for venustas in this case? To

figure 5
Close-up view of the
exoskeleton structure (not
a computer drawing)
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figure 6
The hypercube-building
seen from the access.

investigate some options I drew a detailed view of the fractalized
corner to closely see how these cubes interrelate to each other. As
can be seen in figure 4, the missing scaled fractal enhances the
corner composition in such a way that it clearly defines a natural
entrance for the building. In the Rotonda, it is the arrangement of
the columns that emphasizes the entrance, whereas here is a missing
part. Now, two more aspects can be gained by framing each of the
seven sub-cubes: a manifestation of its structure and a reinforcement
of its scaled proportions. Intentionally I drew figure 5 at the
observer’s eye level in order to explore these features, otherwise
they could hardly be perceived. As a result we have seven fractal
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sub-cubes, of 10m x 10m, totally independent of the seven innercubes’ sub-cubes, of 20m x 20m, both sets floating within the
exoskeleton structure.
Afterwards, several tiling patterns were attempted to encompass
all the cube’s surfaces in glass, a square grid being selected as best for
dressing them. Thus both the inner-cube faces and those of the fractals
were divided in 1/8m according to its scaled proportions (fig. 4).
Of course there are many other design components not yet
explored, such as stairways, elevators, floors, the exhibit design
itself, all the systems (mechanical, electrical, passive, security…),
and so on. If this building were real all of them would have to be
analyzed according to their functional and formal requirements
within the project. In this case as well our perspective model could
help us to assess formal solutions.
The same is true for the exoskeleton structure, since I have
assumed it can be built but have not yet explained how it could be
done. For instance, the use of Mero’s systems for the exoskeleton
bars, flooring, spider fixing for the glassed surfaces, space frames,
girders, and many other components might be suggested. To go
deeper into each one of these possibilities would necessarily take
us to another level of the process, which is beyond the scope of
this presentation, in which I have wished to emphasize that
improving the designer’s visual thinking is the ultimate goal of
exploring form in perspective.
To conclude, the idea of an exoskeleton structure supporting
the glassed-enclosed cubes seems very suggestive. Just imagine
this building, appearing to have no foundation, challenging the
fundamental principle that a building must appear rooted in the
ground, floating in the air like an object from outer space, bathed
in sunlight that reflects its image on the water, or dazzling at night
with multimedia screens and hologram projections on the glass
surfaces. Perhaps you will agree with me, see figure 6.
Of course my initial question – is it more interesting to analyze
how math has been used in the past or to attempt new applications
for the present – is a riddle. Simply, the present cannot be improved
by ignoring what has been done in the past, as without the past
there is no present. Thus our search for a new design approach can
be summed up by saying, “if you can imagine it, you can draw it in
perspective”. This has been my intention here, one which is
hopefully shared by Nexus participants.
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